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Address CG-Glass AS 
CG Glass Vennesla as 
Postboks 223 
4703 Vennesla

Country Norway

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Glass has traditionally served to provide protection from the outside world while at the same time letting natural light into buildings and dwellings.
There was a time when its intrinsic properties meant that its range of uses was very limited.

Modern glassmaking technology can produce glass capable of providing protection from heat, cold, noise, fire, assaults and accidents. Glass
beautifies our internal and external environment. It can create a sense of privacy and keep out prying eyes.

Multiple functions can even be combined in one and the same glazing, paving the way for virtually unlimited applications.

Interior design: Transparency , Safety , Colours , Geometric and figurative designs , Privacy , Mirrors 
Solar control 
Vision: Light, transparency 
External appearance: Design and Architecture , Privacy , Georgian Bars , Spandrels 
Insulation: Acoustic , Thermal 
Hygiene: AntiBacterial Glass 
Safety and Security: Protection of persons , Bulletproof , Explosion-proof , Fire-resistant , Protection of goods
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